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The haunts of the Muses stand in ruins. Parnassus is only a geographical site, a mountain in Greeca8062 feet above sea level. Elsewhere in Greece stone columns thrust their lovely lengths into the sky,
or lay scattered upon the ground, and the curiosity and cleverness of modem man has compelled the
Muses themselves to flee from the ruins.
Similarly, stone walls in other parts of the world crumble while man, impelled to search for meaning,
scrapes and picks and chisels and shovels at the past, hoping to discover the present and the future.
Old houses, abandoned, are shattered, weathered, and then moulder. The spirits of the humans who
once sought shelter and comfort there before the boards, the bricks, the windowpanes were ruins, vanish.
Eventually the buildings themselves are gone, returning to their source: the earth.
Yet the human spirit goes on, recorded in the works of man, which works, though in ruin, connect the
four tenses of man's existence. Four, because there is only one perfect tense for the spirit of man. His
actions go on, never fully completed in the past or present. Archaeologists and historians uncover the
past, read its records, and find it much like the present, a structure rising from the ruins of what went
before, changing in some ways, remaining constant in others.
Among the recorders of their times are the artists of all kinds. Often the record they create reveals
the process of ruin going on in the society in which they live. Their revelations can help their contem
poraries to shore up the walls where needed and to tear down and rebuild where required. As the present
is built upon the ruins of the past, so the future will rise from the ruins of the present. The Muses, con
tained within the human spirit, will help direct builders for the future, if they are allowed to do so. And
the true and only permanent building, directed and completed finally by the Spirit of God, will stand in
the perfect future in His eternal city.
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FOR WANT OF A NEW OWNER

In the early of days
the shroud of wakening hung heavy,
the heat of the hearth lay chilled
and beneath this cloth, tones of
the blank testament regressed
into the parlor of the house. The
rug smoothed into a pattern of squares
with the surrounding chairs and vases
providing a varnishing touch to
those who would visit. All stood
in response to the order, as
barren were the rays moving
in and out through the
shutters of a dustless room.

It rained often here and during
the middle of days it was the
light following the path of rain
that caught and finally broke the back
of this wall, in this house,
in that room.
The shroud no longer stayed to haunt the
dreams of the saints or to cause
the words of the prophets to appear,
for crowded' now were the days that had
been baptized from this water.

And late in days when the
sun had reached the fullness of its
fall upon the house, the
turning rays could now be seen
and known only by the
play of the dust.
It was the rain that caused
in that room a gathering
in which all could become one, for
crowded were the days of the
feelings of man, as the house had found
a new owner.
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THE CAVITY

Snow covered the earth like a soft downy
white blanket. It was bright outside, although
there was no moon. It was as if each crystal
of snow sparkled of its own. Inside the cafe
teria, the bright artificial light illuminated an
altogether different world. The clatter of silver
ware on plates, the banging of dishes and pans
from the kitchen, the frequent acknowledgement
of recognition, and the numerous rounds of laugh
ter reverberated through thedomeshaped building,
giving it the appearance of a being full of life
and teeming with energy; each of the numberless
entities in their own place with their own unique
purpose.

She quickly finished her meal by putting up
a mental block to any such thoughts entering her
mind. But by the time she had finished, she sensed
a completely new train of thought pervading her
being. No longer was she frustrated or wondering
at Ted's actions, but found herself almost hard
ened to any response he might make to her. For
an instant she wondered at such thoughts emitting
from her mind, but the fleck of perplexity dis
appeared as quickly as it had appeared. It was
such an odd feeling-sitting there listening to
the thoughts passing through her consciousness:
"All my food is gone . , . Why isn't there any
more? . . . Can't have any more now. . . I'm going
to leave. . ." She stood and lifted her tray. As
she turned to leave, Ted raised his eyes for the
first time all evening. The look of wonderment
and confusion seemed to be drawn, by some un
seen force back in to the recesses of his mind
to be lost in some small insignificant crevice.

Julie's gaze was intent upon Ted's expres
sion. He did not notice her eyes, but continued
to consume his meal with deep contemplation of
an idea which had taken his .attention for most
of the day. She could not figure out what was
happening to him. Lately, every meal had been
such an ordeal as this. He would sit and eat
the entire meal without so much as a single word
to her, from the moment they sat and he took
his first bite. When he finished, he would stand
as if to leave without realizing she was with
him. Last night he didn't even hear her .when
she called to him to wait for her. She had to
practically chase him all the way across the
cafeteria before she caught up with him. Recently
he had been eating so much and so often, as if
that was the only drive in his life. This preoccu
pation would continue--last night for almost two
hours—and then he would gradually seem to come
back to life, as if he had become fatigued with
the affair governing his meditations and wanted
something to take his mind off of it for the time
being. From that moment on, he would be the
Ted she had known for 6 months, treating her
with deep affection and consideration. They
would talk and enjoy each other so completely!

*

*

*

*

*

*

,

>

Julie stood motionless, the biting wind blow
ing her hair across her face—but she seemed not
even to notice. Her eyes fixed with a blank stare,
onatree some 20 yards distant. Her eyes blank,
and a knowing—practically contemptible—sneer
could be detected in the shadow of an expression
on her usually calm and striking visage. The
sneer faded gradually and yet completely as
Julie felt the warmth of someone close. The be
wilderment of finding herself here, at this time,
leaped across her mind, but did not pause long
enough to be noticed, as she realized Ted's
warming smile of approval and enjoyment at find
ing her here at their place.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Julie was eai;ly-as contrary as that would
seem to her normal habits—and stood, musing
in the chilling shade of the tree, as to where

"Tonight, what will happen? . . . Oh, this is
ridiculous!-l've done nothing deserving this
treatment and I'm not going to suffer because he
is in such a fickle way! If he won't tell me what
is bothering him, I'm just not going to worry
about it!"

Ted would be coming from. As he came trudging
toward her in the ankle deep snow, she saw the
empty cavities where once had shone Ted's lurid
brown eyes. They were empty of feeling—com
pletely void of all emotion, thought or under
standing.
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She saw herself fall into step beside his
body. Her mind reached out for him-but could
not grasp even a trace. Nothing. All was gone.
She watched as they tramped away-two bodies.
"I wonder where Ted is gone? Maybe somewhere
in this great expanse I will find him. But . . .
where is this?" She felt a thrill rush through
her body. A feeling of vital, exhilarating power
overwhelmed her and the gleam in her eye was
intensified by a million microscopic eyes of un
known brilliance peering through each one. The
hum in her head became distinct for the first
time-they were voices, squeaky, shrill, scratchy
voices. One close, resounding through the cavi
ties of her mind. Then a response from some
where out there.

"We can see you now."
"Are

you

sure you won't lose it again?"

"No-it has come to the end-we are in con
trol now. It was not so strong as that one. The
mind was filled with what it would term 'love',
which wefinally annihilated. We have discovered
how simply this thing could be controlled by
destroying the object upon which it was bestowed.
And you have done your part? The object is
finally destroyed."
"Now we can use these two to prepare the
way for all the others. We now have some tools
to work with. Let us begin."

ORANGE FULL MOON

I
The orange full moon
In the young fall night
Bounced off the east line
Of trees and fields.
With clouds pushing it higher
The saucer defies the law
That binds you and me to stay
In the firm grasp of the trees.

"Hosana," was the cry
That day when in the sky
Another was lifted by clouds
Defying the law of shrouds.
To rise above the smog of life
Lighter than air no longer strife,
Is the vision we see
When wishing to be free.

Ill
Freedom is imaginary,
Momentary in the mind.
But the chains we really find.
Constantly rattling,
These heavy chains make clear
Our ever limiting sphere.

THE FLOODESS
Soggy clods look up patiently
at tireless clouds.
Tiny puddles embraceachother without
love
and reach
Jealous fingers
for the white line of the road.

The Sky and its imitator
Arch their backs and become
One.
Their precocious bastard grows FATTER;
Nothing is withheld from her.
Angrily she runs from w

e
e
ping parents.

Compelled like the Strangler, her
fli ght is wild, not like a
wedge of geese home to nest,
but
like a drunken sailor
s u li
through a deserted
t mb n
9
graveyard for his mother's
grave.
Huddled in the gym, people curl cold
Hands around paper cups of
steaminq coffee and CURSE her.
the
the mud seeps u'"'
Clods crumble.
The Sky we

stairs and

e
ps
a nd
the Earth sobs.
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An infusion of sterility,
The profusion of vanity
Threads the virgin channel.
Surrounds, but not inseminates,
The essence of enwombed belief.
Which, a fertile Magdalene,
Awaits the single fabled germ
To inspire a feeble pulse.
II
A gourd, spoiling in the sun,
Asorbs the tiny pool of shade
Within its rotting bowels.
The hopeful seed germinates
In festering decay,
The seedling of fertility
Strains on rootless rock,
Shrinks in blinding heat.
Shrivels like the backward gaze
Of crumpling, sculptured salt.

A spate of thetan shadows
Mirrors the sacred blade
Glazed with marks of rote,
Which, like untried Excalibur,
Boasts furbished flanks will fixed
In timeless myths of stone.
The perjured spring bears the flood.
The preexistent calm is not;
With unconcious enmity
The turbid sea rejects the shore,
Refracts the orbits of the stars.
IV
A walker finds no halycon path
To reach the splintered hand;
Stretching ribs draw only salt
That crave the spice of legendary wine.
No voice rebukes the sublunary ebb,
Promised rock dissolves to watered sand,
Unwaning swells mark a fixed omega
Where, stuffed dove about his neck,
A sodden Peter floats, face down.
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A CRITICAL REVIEW OF "TESS OF THE D'URBERVILLES"

Thomas Hardy often shocked his Victorian
audience with the unconventional realism of
his novels. His thirteenth novel, Tess of the
D'Urbervilles, was no exception; it was rejected
by several editors and was published serially
only after Hardy had made several revisions.
Although the novel was popular when it was
finally printed complete in book form, the ob
jections which had been raised caused Hardy
to forsee the end of his career as a novelist.

to save Tess from Alec's influence, and there
is certainly no hope that the escape across the
moor will succeed. What suspense there is in
the novel comes rather from guessing how long
Tess can hold out before she succumbs to fate.
The climax of the novel shows Tess on the altar
at Stonehenge where she is finally overwhelmed
by the doom which has been building throughout
the novel.
Hardy makes Tess the victim of more than
overwhelmingly bad luck. In order to show that
Tess is the victim of inexorable fate. Hardy piles
misfortune upon misfortune. The fact that Tess
is seduced after she has repulsed Alec and that
she is rejected by Angel as a result seems harsh,
but it is not unbelievable. However, as misfor
tune is added to misfortune, Tess's bad luck
seems almost unbelievable. For example, Hardy
becomes almost too mechanistic when he has
Tess push the confession under the rug where
it will never reach Angel and when he places a
portrait of Tess's ancestress where it will pre
vent Angel's reconciliation with Tess. However,
none of the individual incidents is unbelievable,
and taken together, the incidents illustrate Har
dy's philosophy that man fights a losing battle
against the pressures of nature and social forces
guided and directed by fate.

Perhaps much of the controversy which cen
tered around Tess of the D'Urbervilles was
caused by its subtitle, A Pure Woman. The more
proper Victorian readers were shocked that Hardy
should write a novel about a "fallen woman,"
and they were outraged that Hardy would call
such a woman "pure." Hardy felt that purity is
personal and spiritual as well as physical. For
this reason he made Tess the moral conscious
ness of the novel.
Hardy does not present Tess as a sinful wo
man. Although she loses her physical purity in
a moment of weakness and confusion, Tess
struggles to maintain her personal and spiritual
purity in the face of tremendous odds. In so
ciety's eyes, Tess is a "fallen woman"; in Har
dy's opinion, she is a girl who has made a mis
take. ^Tess is condemned by society, with little
hope of overcoming the stigma which has been
placed upon her. However, Hardy shows that
Tess can attain spiritual purity, despite society's
judgment. He has Tess struggle to maintain her
personal integrity, in spite of the odds. Although
she struggles valiantly to maintain her honor,
Tess is finally dragged down by inexorable fate.
Through a series of incredibly unlucky circum
stances, Tess is forced into virtual prostitution
in order to support herself and her family. For
Hardy, these circumstances are more than in
credibly bad luck; they are the machinations
of the inexorable fate which man cannot escape,
no matter how hard he tries. For a careful reader
who understands Hardy's rather pessimistic
philosophy that man cannot escape his fate,
there is little suspense in the plot. There is
little hope that Angel may come back in time

Hardy employs symbols which foreshadow
later events and which illustrate his philosophy
that man fights a losing battle against fate.
Angel and Tess at the dairy farm symbolize the
spiritual purity of Adam and Eve in the Garden
of Eden. Alec, of course, is the Tempter who
spoils the idyllic relationship. Although she
has returned to the spiritual purity which Eve
lost, Tess is rejected by Angel, who cannot
overlook a physical indiscretion. The wounding
of the pheasants and the rat-catching are sym
bolic of Tess's own fate. The wounding of Prince
in the heart which causes Tess to call herself
a murderess foreshadows her later deliberate
crime. At the end of the novel, Tess lays her
self upon the altar at Stonehenge, a victim of
fate.
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Along with the symbolism, Hardy uses irony

Alec are types. Angel is the personification of
intellectual searching. He is not satisfied to
accept his fahter's occupation or doctrine with
out careful consideration. However, he does
accept society's conventions without further
thought, as he shows when he rejects Tess be
cause of her indiscretion, although she is the
realization of his ideal in a woman. Alec is a
weak-willed pleasure seeker. Hardy uses Alec
as Tess's stumbling block. He is always present
to take advantage of Tess's momentary weak-

to further illustrate the futility of man's attempts
to escape his fate. The irony is often bitter, for
fate is often cruel. Angel's name is ironic, for
in some ways he is more like a devil to Tess.
Although Tess regards her husband as an angel,
in reality he is her bad angel. He does not for
give Tess, nor does he help her. Rather, he con
demns Tess and leaves her destitute. For this
reason it is especially ironic that Angel later
chooses to overlook both Tess's adultery and
the murder which she has committed. It is also
bitterly ironic that Tess is finally brought to
the point where she willfully commits a crime
which is infinitely more heinous than the in
discretion which she has been trying to live
down for years.

nesses-from her seduction to her final desperate
decision at Kingsbere.
Tess is motivated by her natural sense of
honor, by her sense of responsibility to her fami
ly, and by her devotion to Angel. Her sense of
honor causes Tess to struggle against the cir
cumstances which threaten to pull her down and
to stifle her spiritual purity. It is even possible
that Joan's instability may have influenced Tess
to kill Alec. Tess's husband is not the natural
person that Tess is. Angel is motivated by ideals
and allows himself to be influenced by conven
tions and by personal inhibitions. Angel's sud
den change at the end of the novel does not
seem consistent with his character. However,
the hardships which he has endured in the jun
gles may account for his forgiveness of Tess's
early indiscretion and even for his acceptance
of Tess's prostitution which he had forced her
into by his rejection. Nevertheless, it is hard
to believe that he is so little disturbed by the
murder which Tess commits. Alec's motivation
is very simple: lust. His rather surprising con
version is less surprising when the reader reali
zes that it is a "lark" of a bored young man
and that it is very short-lived.

Hardy's philosophy of fate ties the plot to
gether with a sense of the hopelessness and
futility of man's struggle against his destiny.
Even much of the moralizing which intrudes into
the plot from time to time usually illustrates
Hardy's philosophy. For example, when Alec
comes upon Tess asleep in the woods, Hardy
says:
But, might some say, where was
Tess's guardian angel? Perhaps,
like that other god of whom the
ironical Tishbite spoke, he was
talking, or he was pursuing, or
he was in a journey, or he was
sleeping and not to be awaked.
Hardy presents Tess as more than a mere
victim of fate, however. Tess is an individual.
Hardy tells the reader about Tess's personality
mainly through author's comments and through
explaining the reasoning behind her actions.
Tess's personality as revealed by the author is
reinforced by her actions and by her speeches.
Even Tess's physical attraction for others adds
to the picture which Hardy paints of her. Tess is
a beautiful girl, both physically and spiritually,
who has a deep sense of responsibility and ca
pacity for love. Unfortunately, Tess is not al
lowed to develop her potential fully, for she
has not had the guidance which she needed to
develop her immature personality. Although Tess
is a well-drawn character, she sometimes be
comes Hardy's mouthpiece, as she does in her
conversation with Angel about religion. In con
trast with Tess's individuality, both Angel and

Hardy uses the settings of the novel to further
illuminate his characters' personalities. The
change in setting particularly reflects Tess's
changes. The beautiful countryside of Marlotte
reflects Tess's early innocence and naturalness.
The purity of Marlotte is contrasted with the
D'Urberville mansion, which illustrates pretense
and corruption. In such a setting, Alec D'Urber
ville is presented and contrasted with his cousin.
In the two young people, Hardy contrasts the
shallowness of the "aristocracy" with the natu
ral feeling of the unsophisticated country girl.
Naturalness is no match for sophistication, as
Tess's seduction in the wild, misty forest proves.
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After Tess's loss of innocence in the dark for
est, Talbothey's dairy, with its fresh air and
wholesome atmosphere, offers Tess a chance
to regain the purity of spirit which Alec had
so rudely tampered with. In this setting, Tess
can realize the best in her personality, and it
is here that Hardy introduces Angel. The dairy
is an artificial Eden where the two lovers realize
and fall in love with the best qualities of each.

countryside but also shows the folklore of the
inhabitants. The reader can easily see that Hardy
loved the country and folkways which he de
scribes in the novel from the attention which he
gives to the May-Day festival and even to the
superstition about the Compleat Fortuneteller.
He also pays careful attention to dialect and
characteristic expressions such as mampus and
"'Don't that make your bosom plim?"' Tess,
however, loses her dialect as a result of Angel's
influence. Alec notices this fact and asks her
how she has learned to speak such good English.

The sheltered environment purifies their charac
ters through close communion with nature, but
it does not test them. Sandbourne is also an
artificial environment, but it illustrates the base
ness to which Tess has fallen through her re
lationship with Alec, rather than the purity of
her personality revealed through her love for
Angel. Finally, the heath and Stonehenge mirror
the inexorable doom which has been waiting for
Tess all the while. No matter what she might do,
Tess's destiny is waiting for her as timeless
and unchanging as the ancient ruins. Hardy has
made the setting of the novel a perfect mirror
of character and mood.

Angel has taught Tess more than proper Eng
lish, however. Hardy uses Angel to present un
orthodox religious opinions. Of course, Tess is
influenced by Angel's beliefs. Hardy makes her
a mouthpiece for some of his own moralizing
beyond what would naturally be expected of a
simple country girl. Along with the moralizing
which he sometimes inserts into the narration,
Hardy sometimes introduces rhetorical questions
which he answers himself. For example, in re
ferring to Tess's destitution, he says, "If all
were only vanity, who would mind it? All was,
alas, worse than vanity...." At times Hardy's
moralizing and careful character description be
come complicated and lead to long and involved
sentences. The action occasionally suffers from
Hardy's attempts to create mood. The greatest
dramatic failure of this kind is Angel's sleep

However, the action would be just as effec
tive in another time and place, for Hardy's phi
losophy of fate which unites the work transcends
time and place. The characters also transcend
time and place for the most part. Tess is such a
well-drawn character that she would be equally
at home in a mini-skirt as in long calico. Alec
is the typical playboy, common to any age. How
ever, although Angel's idealism does not limit
him to one time or place, his conventionalities
designate him as a member of the nineteenth
century.

walking scene, which is grotesque rather
dramatic.

than

Nevertheless, despite occasional moralizing
instructions and dramatic flaws, Tess of the D'Urbervil/es is a powerful novel. Hardy presents
real characters struggling with powerful pas
sions against their destiny, until they are finally
overwhelmed.

Hardy presents a good picture of nineteenthcentury rustic life. He not only describes the
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Listen. Sit still and listen.
It's the time of the Good Find.
Again
in the covering of the night
you can hear the loud recall of the find of
the day.
To have discovered the giggle in the bark of the
dog
with wind-chime movement of the
poplar leaves, or
the factthat the tear was only the moisture
of rain and wasn't meant to stay, was
the find of this da y; my day; this time; my time;
the time of the Good Find.

But listen and be still aga in, for
tomorrow will be the find of a new day
In which
a new hour of favor breaks upon
the shoreless sands of the autonomous time.
And the scavenger will be surprised
at the new ground of love
upon which he will tred .
And born from his own desire, the find of
memory will be the eve of his
tomorrow, just as it was of
my today.
And then the only meaning in his hunting
will be to share the memory of
tomorrow's day; the time spent in
letting the Good, find.
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EASY WIIMD

Sweeping past my ears,
It moves with ease through
All that surrounds me.
Acorns drop;
The dried oak leaf floats to the ground.
Grass slowly waves and folds,
As if God were laying down
His mind upon the Earth.
To transcend;

The clouds move with it,
To enclose and seal him
With us to dream forever.
The morning comes, ending his dreams of the night;
And I, I gather up myself as he,
To begin another expanse of time.

. .
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ORDERLY PARADOX

"Oh yes" she smiled as she sat sewing late
one snowy night in March. "I'll plant them there
between the house and walk. And they will be
The most beautiful colors and shapes. And then I'll be so proud.
The earth was cold but she could wait
no longer. As she turned with care
the soil new-thawed. But anxiously
In her heart of hope she imagined the cloud
of beauty. Standing straight
each stem and bud would bear
a testimony she
could not say to the country outloud.
Her flowers would state
that life was fair
and orderly
and so richly endowed
In straight
lines there
did she
plant the seed
The weeks
go by
and life
fills the plot

6 'W
+-ij.

/,fV.

Each day she seeks
green growth. But why
the sprouts now rife
are so dear she knows not.
With each new bud that peeks
its head in sight she sighs
with bliss. But then strife
of the evil of Eve starts to blot
the guarded garden which now speaks
with silent tones and seems to try
to plead for help. Insects with knife
like small teeth cut big holes in soft leaves. Then the spot
which was to mirror the good life grew bleak
as weeds came crowding in and pets would lie
among the fragile plants. The man and wife
built a fence, sprayed the bugs, pulled the weeds, but the plants just would not
restate
that life was fair.
A few pale blooms grew free
from blight. The summer passed and clouds
in the sky filled with snow turned to rain which the earth would not keep.
And the dirt turned to mud. As the earth sucked plant blood which would seep
away to run down streams and creeks.
The flowers give up; and I,
our blooming Iife to
rot.
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A GALLERY OF FACES
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MORGAN MOREEN: A CHARACTER ANALYSIS

Early in his story "The Pupil," Henry James
makes it clear to the reader that Morgan Moreen
is "supernaturally clever." Such cleverness is

He has, in fact, treated Morgan as an adult. Thus
the affairs of the Moreen family are openly dis
cussed. Morgan already knows the truth about
his family, but as long as he has been able to

usually considered to be a valuable gift, but in
Morgan's case it is the source of disaster. It
forces him to face reality before he is mature
enough to accept it. By giving him insights for
which he is not ready and by blinding those
around him to his emotional needs, his clever
ness brings about a confrontation with reality,

keep this knowledge within himself, he has not
had to acknowledge it as truth. As the family
becomes a topic of open conversation between
Morgan and Pemberton, Morgan is forced to face
a reality that he is too young to understand, a
reality that conflicts with the natural affection
he feels toward his family. Pemberton fails to

depriving him of the illusions of childhood and
thus destroying him.

anticipate this childish affection or the frustra
tion that results when the objects of this af
fection are proven unworthy. Morgan is being
rapidly stripped of the illusions that enable
a child to survive in a world that he is not ma

Morgan's extraordinary cleverness gives him
clear insights into the characters of others, but
he is not mature enough to cope with his dis

ture enough to accept.

coveries. Pemberton, his tutor, is amazed to
discover that his pupil knows of his parents'
status in the world and recognizes their shallow

Since Morgan reacts to most situations in an
adult manner, the Moreens see no reason not to
turn Morgan over to Pemberton's care. They fail
to realize that Morgan has a child's need to feel

values. What Pemberton does not realize is the
destructive effect these insights have on Morgan.
A child needs to be able to respect his parents,

loved and accepted by his family. He, of course,
is aware of what is taking place and feels re

to feel that they are wiser than he, to use them
as points of reference until he is secure enough
to rely on his own judgments. Morgan, however,
has discovered that his parents' values are in
ferior to his own and that their view of the world
is less realistic than his. These insights force
him into a premature reliance on his own per

jected, but he escapes from this feeling by con
vincing himself that it is he who wants to leave
the family and live with Pemberton. He clings
desperately to the belief that his family wants
him. When Mrs. Moreen actually asks Pemberton
to take full custody of Morgan, the boy's last
illusion is destroyed, and the shock of this con
frontation with reality proves fatal.

ceptions and make it difficult for him to retain
any illusions of security.
Morgan's cleverness also blinds Pemberton
and the Moreen family to his emotional needs.

Morgan is, indeed, "supernaturally clever,"
and it is that very gift that destroys him. His
cleverness strips him of the illusions of child

Because he reasons as an adult, everyone close
to him tends to forget that emotionally he is
still a child. Pemberton finds it easy to regard
Morgan as an equal, ignoring his childish emo
tions. The tutor is faced with the decision of

hood and forces him into an adult world in which
he is unable to survive. Through Morgan, James
shows the reader the plight of the gifted child,
the child with the mind of an adult and the emo
tions of a child. A child, no matter how intel

how much to tell Morgan of the faults of his
family. Sharing the truth seems inexcusable at
first, but he then decides that he and Morgan
are too intimate to avoid the discussion. He has

ligent, must be allowed to mature emotionally
before assuming an adult role in life. If he is
denied this privilege, he, like Morgan, will be
destroyed.

not made a habit of keeping things from the boy
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THE DICHOTOMY OF EDEN'S END

II

The lodestone eye assimilates the form,

The preying hand excites the fitful blood,

A spark of growing love freely bought

Parched nerves cease sponging free a stranded flow

Expands itself to breed a blazing storm.

And drench themselves within a fevered flood.

The willing lips reveal impassioned thought,

The taloned eyes like breathing embers glow,

Winglike the glowing blaze is free to soar

The earthward plunging hawk expands the zone

And glut itself upon the touch it sought.

Of his pursuit to strike the probing blow.

The steeled thrust explores the inner door,

The feathered burst is here then quickly flown,

A flame filled flowing spring is dreamlike wrought

Sated, the lunging urge falls still as snow

Beneath the eye and mouth, deep in the core.

That mirrors a clouded calm, like polished stone.
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Wine
Sweet liquid
River of Fire
Burn my throat
With mellowness
Make my brain sleepy
And let my soul dance

MISCELLANEOUS (john)
Black, chilly hand,
Scaly body of night
Writhing at Moloch's command.

- a letter saying I'm flunking
(as if I'm stupid)
- a bill from the record club
- two "dear friend" numbers

Half cut trees with leafless limbs
Bear small resemblance to my boyhood haunts.

- a letter asking for money for new church pews

Salted green apples from my neighbor's tree

I love to go to the p.o.

Are only tears in memory's eye.
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The wind touches the Earth
With the paint brush of a universe.
The breeze blows,
The wind flows
Along carrying streams of truth.
I lie in the valley of an incline
Feeling where blue meets green
And forms a distinct line of separation.
But they are both brothers
"Only different colors", spoke the wind
The flowing air funnels, as gravity
Causes, into my expanding lungs;
As I . . . search, reach for what is.
The tree top,
The meadow reaching into the sky.
The beauty of wind, bringing to me
A fruit, a message from God;
As to where
And what,
To meditate as I lie under him.
"Squirrel in the tree, Come,
We are as one in the eyes
Of existence." Only with different
Purposes were we placed, too . . .
Listen to the wind.

HAROLD ALDERTREAT
"Hey, buddy, could you spare a dime"
Was the oft' repeated line
Of the bum named Harold Aldertreat
Who lived down or up Downing Street

Weeds, foreign to the green beauty
Of grass, just jerk and bump
In the wind;
Not taking advantage of
Its peaceful and easy sweep.

Except for his unkept hair
A mere passerby would swear
That his frey whiskery face
Was a part of our human race,

The horizon tells me the time
Of day and year.
It is death upon the field and wood;
But with it comes the hope
OF . . .

And until he begins to sputter
His slurred line from the gutter
One would need discretion.
To identify his profession

Another season of time when,
We - the moving inhabitants of nature,
Can feel and experience with the wind;
See our place on the distant horizon
From our past statue in the wood.

Many stop to dig for
Their gift to the poor,
Their concern only pocket deep
For the bum Harold Aldertreat.
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REFLECTIONS OF YOU

I see your face before me,
your laughing face,
your smiling face,
your sad face.
I reach out to touch you,
But you are not there.
I feel your touch upon my hand,
my sun-burnt arm,
my wind-blown hair,
my tear-streaked face,
I reach out to seize you,
But you are not there.

SONNET

I hear your voice behind me,
softly laughing,
talking gayly,
beckoning to me.
I turn to search for you,
But you are not there.

Is there somewhere immortal stalking strength
With hands to grasp the Proteus of time
And curve to meeting his undreamed of length,
Then seal his sculpturedeyes with searing lime?
Is there a vine of Baulder killing power
To crack the concrete precepts of the earth

I curl up inside of me.

By bearing an unyielding deathless flower

shrivel up inside of me and

To mock the gyre of winters sterile dearth?

die. (The sun sets.)
Morning comes and

if such hands be, and such a timeless bloom.

And, defined uncertainties a vanquished goal,

I see the sun before me,
its yel low rays,
its shining brightness,
its perfect splendor,

Cast forth its unchained thought to wander on

I reach out to our Lord,

To close the stretching spaces of the soul,
The mend can soar from its imagined tomb,

And you are there.

The cognate currents of a deathless dawn.
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APATHIA AIMD THE LAND OF COMFORT:
An Imitation of Pilgrim's Regress

Little has changed in the world since John
began his pilgrimage away from the Landlord
many years ago. Puritania, the homeland of John,
is still much the same as it was when John left,
except for the stewards, who lately have avoided
wearing their masks. The City of Thrill has not
changed either; Mr. Halfways, its owner, still
lures young men into the town with hollow prom
ises of love and beauty. Mr. Enlightenment, the
Halfway's irascible neighbor, has also suffered
little change. Today he yet expounds his empty
wisdom with undimmed vigor. Mr. Sensible, who
has replaced Drudge with Labor Union, still
lives in his cliffside home, quenching the en
thusiasm of young pilgrims with his material
istic philosophy. However, Mr. Sensible has
changed in one way. He no longer lives in great
extravagance, for Labor Union has proved to be
a very, very costly fellow. In fact, Labor Union
has become so expensive that lately Mr. Sensi
ble has been considering moving to the Land
of Comfort where his sister, Apathia, lives.

richly cushioned chairs, beautifully painted pic
tures, and dimly glowing lamps. The roof of
this lovely room is made of finely chiselled crys
tal, and many of the guests recline on velvet
cushions and watch the rain as it slants and
splashes against the domed ceiling at impossible
angles. Small talk starts among the others and
flows smoothly around the room-but the talk is
where everyone is very careful to say nothing
that is controversial, for if this should occur,
each individual in the room would be forced to
either agree or disagree with the speaker; and
since agreement and disagreement require thought
and emotion, the guests are careful to say nothing
that is in any way thought-provoking. Thus the
lassitude and comfort which they have achieved
is safe from the harsh touch of reality.
Apathia is neither pleased nor displeased by
this lack of concern which her guests mirror, for
she does not possess the ability or the motiva
tion to be pleased or displeased. Her only emo
tion is a sense of correctness; and when her
guests are in the mood which I have just de
scribed, Apathia experiences the climax of this
emotion. However, her feeling of absolute cor
rectness rarely lasts for long, for when the rain
begins to slacken her guests arise from their
places and drift out into the rain-washed country
side. Slowly the huge room empties, until finally
only Apathia remains. However, she is not dis
heartened by the solitude, as she closes the
great bronze door and tidies the castle, for she
is aware that she has succeeded in her task of
spreading apathy. The feeling of carelessness
which she instilled in her guests during their
stay will remain strong until the next rain comes.
Then the multitude will again return to her and
she will reinforce their mood of lassitude. Thus
she will effectively control the ever-swelling
throng which lives in the Land of Comfort for as
long as rain falls and luxury continues.

The Land of Comfort, where Mr. Sensible may
go, is a lovely place of parks, ponds, orchards,
and gravelled paths. The mild climate is the most
delightful feature of this land, for year round it
is Spring, although occasionally it does rain.
However, the indolent inhabitants of the Land of
Comfort do not allow this problem to spoil an
afternoon. Instead of drearily waiting out the
storm under the umbrella of trees, they swarm
to the great park where the Castle of Apathia
is located. Usually when Apathia greets this
multitude at the great bronze doors of her abode,
this tall pale spectre of a woman causes her
beholders discomfort at first sight. But after she
leads her guests into the great banquet hall of
the castle, the sallowness of her complexion soon
loses its effect. Instead of watching her, the
guests of Apathia surround the vast banquet table
and gorge themselves on pastries, meats, fruits,
and wines, all of which are supplied by this
hostess. When the vast mob has eaten more than
its fill, Apathia reappears and guides her sati
ated guests into the parlor of Noncommital. This
huge room is undoubtedly the most comfortable,
pleasant place in the world, for it is filled with

None of the inhabitants of Comfort realize
that Apathia holds such a strong hold upon them.
Indeed, most consider Apathia to be merely a
pale old woman who may be used for their pur
poses at their convenience. When they tire of
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the old hag and the comforts which she offers
them, they believe that they will begin their
pilgrimage to the Landlord anew. But this will
never be, for with every storm they grow more
dependent on the security of Apathia. Soon their
minds will be focuesd on her alone, and all
thoughts of the Landlord will be forgotten. Las
situde and convenience will inter forever the
bones of curiosity and quest.

Landlord, was aware of this fact when he stated
that a rich man can enter the Mountain of the
Landlord only with great travail. St. Francis, a
pious pilgrim of long ago, also knew of the dan
ger of Apathia and her luxurious gifts. He de
vised the rules of poverty, chastity, and obedi
ence in order that John and other pilgrims might
avoid the pitfalls which Apathia places in their
path. If a diligent pilgrim such as John will use
these principles, he is immune to her worst. But
woe to the man who enters the Land of Comfort
without knowledge of these rules! He will soon
find himself separated eternally from the Land
lord. His only company will be sluggish, lazy
throngs of empty-headed dolts, Apathia, and per
haps within a few years, her foolish, babbling
brother, Mr. Sensible.

John is lucky that he managed to avoid the
Land of Comfort, for if he had entered this place
while on his pilgrimage, he might never have
found the Landlord. It is a rare man who can
spurn the lures of luxury and thus avoid the mas
tery of Apathia. Christ, a close relative of the
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Always sitting
in the tense of
sat or the present of sit, or
the question of tomorrow,
but the thought, the feeling, the spirit,
is centered around
sitting, Always sittingbehind the open door with tinted glass, or
bouncing high on the cushions of the bus,
neath the cool slope of the tree or in the
field just carefully listening; listening to the
sounds of sitting.

With time and tense there is to be a change,
from this falsetto purple chair.
But what can indicate where one should move,
when the past has been sitting
and the present is sitting
and the future is the result of the twoAlways will have been
sitting.
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Excerpt from......

Quickly he removed the screws holding it in
place, reached around the door and pulled off the

It was dusk when Earl swung his car onto his

other knob, still attached to the stem passing

driveway. The house seemed to hover ghost-like

through the door. He wiped it off carefully on a
paper towel he had brought alopg and laid it on

in a mist filling the shallow valley where he
lived. A two story brick colonial, it had been

the floor. His mind, emptied of all other thoughts,

purchased in nineteen forty, about a year before

concentrated now on the task of removing the

Artie and Ralph enlisted. Echoes of those years
with the entire family, and the years he and Ruth

drifted through the open door and evaporated. As

lock mechanism. Wisps of wet, foggy night air

had spent there with Clary and Elaine, hung about

he glanced up now, and then at the sound of^a car
passing on the street, the reflection of light from
the myriad beads of water dancing in the air

the place, waiting to be reawakened by some
incantation, like a dryad. Since Ruth and then
Clary died, and Elaine had moved away, the

dazzled him. He seemed cut off from the world,

echoes had been like the cries of lost souls as

on an island of cold white light, filled with in

Earl blundered through the house.
He shuddered as he unlocked the front door

animate objects. The only sounds in the house

out light the emptiness of the house seemed to

were those of his tools, his breathing, and re
productions of human voices and activity issuing
from the T.V.
He gathered up the door knobs and the pieces
of the lock in the paper towel, swung the door

weigh down upon him, crushing him.

shut and propped a chair against it to keep it

and went in. He had aquired the habit lately of
turning on lights throughout the place, not because
he was frightened of the dark, but because with

from blowing open. Then he carried his work into
the kitchen and spread it on the table. Carefully
he went over every piece, inspecting, adjusting,

Now lights flooding the rooms and chasing
shadows into corners and behind the rich furniture
that filled the house, Earl struggled with his
loneliness.l|t was as though the years had risen to
mock him. Success, prestige, the freedom to do

probing, wiping clean, reoiling. On none of the
parts was there any sign of wear. All the locks

as he pleased, what good was it? From a living

in the house had been replaced a short time be

room wall pictures of three young Marines smiled

fore, and most had been gone over meticulously

down on him.
But long conditioning had taught him to ra

light, smothered the echoes from the corners, and

since

tionalize. "What else could be done? I provided
for them. I raised them to fear God and love their
country. I'd do the same again."
He switched on the television. Without waiting
to see what was playing, he went into the kitchen,

his restless thoughts.
It was after ten o'clock when Earl finished
putting the lock back into the door. He looked at
the clock. Seven hours until daybreak. Seven hours
until the relief of seeing sunlight. Even longer
before hearing human voices. Real voices, not

opened the drawer where he kept a few tools, and
drew

then. But the activity, the sounds, the

out a screwdriver and an oilcan. For a

those passed through a maze of electronic de
vices turned up to drown the whispers from the
shadows. Seven hours with nothing but objects

moment he stood motionless, suspened between
the past and the present. Then he came out of
the vaccuum, crossed to the front door, pulled it

surrounding him.
He took the clock from the wall, turned it over

open, and began to manipulate the knob.

and began removing the back.
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offspring, I see dejection
And defeat; unhappiness and bitterness of the world and
its Creator.
He has made us a little lower than the angels, and has
given us honor.
He has given us dominion over the works of His hands
here on earth.
I sadly turn and see what has become of our glory and
honor because of
Our human nature - the filthiness of this corrupt world
mirrored in our eyes.
You who have been tarnished by the breath of life would
have been better off without
A human spirit. Out dusty corporeal frames just other
ornaments in this once beautiful world.
0, God, when I consider the heavens, the work of Your
fingers, the moon and the
Stars; what is man that You are mindful of Him? and
Life that You breathed on him?

J
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The time is due to set the
hypothesis upon the brownstained block. In the meticulous
mind, the assumption is held
tight in a vise, hoping that the
relentless grinding of the Word
will fail to loosen the grip.
"Accepting that man is man," - Bang The mind is jarred, but in that
anxious moment it must still again go on.
"The irrelevance of death on the matter of..
The handle of the vise is tightened and
the mind can't relax now.
"After the act of death, to say that
there is..." and on and on the mind
races to the necessary end. Spurred
forward by the breath of the Spirit
beating on its back, it only accepts
the pounding, neither to be weakened
nor strengthened. "Lead a good
life and death will take
you unaware, and that will
be all, that will be all."
And based upon that assumption
people have forgotten the grave,
except for the old, except for the old.

STORM

Darkness accented by sporadic light,
Thunderheads glow whitely A star.
II
Lightning knocking at my window,
Thunder clapping hands —
Still sky above.
Ill

Lightning

Opulent sudden flash in midst of darkness,
Brilliant, soon gone —
Glory.
IV
Rain weeping past my window,
Flashbulb-stuttering of lightning ~
Storming.
V
Wind choreography danced by trees,
Silver light filtered through their skirts.
VI
A cakeknife wind slices through the night
Leaving raindrop-portions behind.
Storm.
VII

LATE AUTUMN SONNET

Thunder chariots trample over clouds,
Squeezing out drops of rain.

Nature's red and yellow patch work cover
Snuggles this the warm and moist ground to sleep;
Provides a quilt that becomes evenly deep;
Taking care so that the leaves don't smother;
The no longer seen brown ground's green lover.
Why must ice, bitter cold, eventually creep,
Disturbing the long summer's subtle sleep
By blowing and tearing off the cover?

Storm.

Whipping, windy nightmare of cold awakes
The once warm ground and its lover to white
and brown; cold and chilling light, blinding bright.
Then the tan grass dies and the hard ground breaks
Chapping, cracking the cold winter still takes
Love and paralyzes it just for spite.
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UNTITLED

The unfingered rim of the curved horizon provides the cyclic frame for all.
Pacing round and round, letting distance deceive,
this sad, old light tries to high-step the reach of every tree.
It still will hold tight, though, it still will hold tight.

And in the carnival the moving ropes
are pulled and tied by those that are hired.
The tent rises, the entrance is made ready
and the three rings encircle the ever floating scraps of frayed fantasy.
It still will hold tight, though, it still will hold tight.

You will laugh and I will laugh
as the clown decrees that his fellow workers must be purged.
But how strange that in the autumn past, a leaf had turned its
cheek, and the man in the 4th ring had cried the tears upon which he was made to fast
It still will hold tight, though, it still will hold tight.

The hit and miss of their gaity grows
as the workers bow to receive the grace of the clown.
With this jester they have bound themselves in the hope of being free,
but in the glory of this same moment
the hush reveals the crackling of an old venerable leaf
and the deadening sigh of a very, very hungry man.
It still will hold tight, though, it still will hold tight.

At the mask of their union
they burn in effigy what they supposedly have purged.
But the muslim sheet of fog has slipped off the edge of the funeral pyre,
and they quickly hide their eyes not wanting to see thatnothing lies naked-in the creamating fire.
It still will hold tight, though, it still will hold tight.

And under the heaviness of their ash, this poem now
lies dead as its catholic burial mass is over.
But in the distance comes the hint of cyclic chimes,
and oh my God, something still holds tight,
something still holds on tight.
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